
Uvalde massacre was a PLANNED STAND DOWN operation – law enforcement
saved their own children while parents were pepper-sprayed and handcuffed

Description

USA: It’s now 100% clear that the Uvalde mass shooting was a “stand down operation,” meaning law
enforcement was deliberately ordered to stand down so that the massacre could take place. The goal?
Gun control, of course.

“Uvalde police stood outside school while parents urged them to go inside during shooting,” declares
the title of an article from ThePostMillennial.com:

“Go in there! Go in there!” Women shouted at officers as the officers stood there and did not go into the 
school to intervene and prevent the carnage, according to the AP. The gunman was barricaded in a 
classroom for 40 minutes, where he murdered 19 children and 2 teachers.

A father who lost a daughter in the massacre raised the idea of charging in themselves, without 
weapons, while the police stood idly by.
“Let’s just rush in because the cops aren’t doing anything like they are supposed to,” Javier Cazares 
said. “More could have been done.” His daughter Jacklyn Cazares was killed inside. When he heard 
about the shooting, he raced to the school only to find officers standing outside.

We also have a story from the left-wing media outlet MSN, declaring, “Uvalde Police Officer Admits 
Cops Saved Their Own Kids From Robb Elementary Before Stopping Shooter“:

A police officer admitted that the police went inside the school to save their children first rather than 
stop the shooter.

The officer said, “There [were] some police officers’ families trying to get their kids out of school 
because it was an active shooter situation.”
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The officer continued to talk about the situation while trying to justify the officers that went in to save 
their children initially.

Video shows devastated parents pleading with officers to enter the school as the cries and screams of 
the children could be heard inside.

So wait… the same cops who tackled parents, pepper-sprayed one dad and tackled other parents to
prevent them from going in were, themselves, rushing in just to save their own kids?

Is this what law enforcement has become now? Even in Texas?

They could have been shot!

One of the most frustrating developments in all this is the fact that Texas DPS spokesman Lt. Chris
Olivarez said in an interview with CNN that officers couldn’t continue to pursue the suspect
immediately because, “they could have been shot.” This has been reported by The Epoch Times:

A Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) official has said officers “could have been shot” if they 
engaged the gunman holed up with his victims in a classroom at Robb Elementary School before a 
specialist tactical team arrived.

“They are hearing gunshots. They are receiving gunshots. At that point, if they proceeded any further 
not knowing where the suspect was at, they could’ve been shot, they could’ve been killed, and at that 
point, that gunman would have had an opportunity to kill other people inside that school.”

By this standard, then, all firefighters should just stand back and watch buildings burn down, because if
they try to fight the fire, “They could have been burned.”

And I suppose all military soldiers should refuse to fight on the battlefield because if they enter they
battlefield, “They could have received artillery fire.”

You get the point.

This is insane.

In today’s podcast, I demand that cops who aren’t willing to pursue active shooters should turn in their 
badges and stop pretending to be cops. If you aren’t willing to put your life on the line when it counts,
you’re no cop to begin with.
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